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Foreword
SING the special prerogatives granted us by the nature of the
occasion, the Fifteenth Anniversary of the club, we can "with
pardonable pride" momentarily relax in our favorite chairs,
warmed by the knowledge of the accomplishments of the past years.
From London to Bombay and back again the members of the club
have reputations for well planned and well executed expeditions.
New heights have been forced to yield their lonely supremacy to
the persistence and strength of man. And last but far from . least,
many men have gathered from the perpendicularities of Quincy
Quariies and Cannon Mountain an intensified interest in climbing
and a better rope-and-rock technique.
The articles in this Journal indicate once more the value of the
light and mobile party. The ascent of Nanda Devi, which is still
the highest summit attained by man, offers a sterling example of
just how useful this method can be. It is a heartening sight for
those who may have regarded the distant peaks of the world as
forever out of their reach when they could only be approached on
the large expedition scale.
Noel Odell's description of the 1938 Everest expedition and T.
Graham Brown's article on Masherbrum illuminate again the old
point that to a mountaineer the weather is more than a topic with
which to open. a desultory conversation. The overwhelming difficulties that bad weather can present challenge the ingenuity and
staying power of every climber.
..
.
Charlie Houston returned from the first K-2 expedltlOn wlth a
great deal of information about feasible routes and with some splen·
did colored movies. Brad Washburn has continued his remarkable
exploration and mapping of the Alaskan mountains. There have
two club trips, one to the Selkirks and one to Alaska, and numerous other individual excursions.
Now that Europe has turned to the child's game of war, the
attention of American climbers has of necessity been focussed on
their own continent', a far from regretable accident. It is high
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time that difficult climbs over here were publicized. They may lack
the glamor of the Alps, but with an increase in interest this ought
not to be hard to achieve. They have the further virtue of being
within pocketbook reach of a much larger group of climbers. The
future should see a considerable increase in the number of club men
who are able to do more difficult climbing on the high spots.
. The large turnout of new men for the fall scrambles on local
rock makes the future prospect of the club a bright one. It augurs
well for the future of all American mountaineering.
Lastly, we wish sincerely to thank those who by their contributions made Number 5 of the Harvard Mountaineering Club
lournal a financial possibility. And we extend this thanks also
to the men who so kindly submitted their articles and pictures.
TI-IE OFFICERS.

November, 1939.
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Attempts on K2
CHARLES S. HOUSTON

A

THOUSAND miles northwest of Everest in the heart of the
Karakorum Range risesMt. Godwin Austen, better known as
K2, second highest mountain in the world. Its height of 28,250
feet, its inaccessibility, and its known climbing difficulties make
it one of the outstanding challenges to mountaineers.
Two years of effort enabled the American Alpine Club to obtain permission for a party to attempt the ascent of this great peak,
and in 1938 five Americans and one English Army officer started
from Srinagar, capitol of Kashmir, to march 350 miles into the
Karakorum and inspect K2. Realizing the magnitude of the
task, the object of the expedition was primarily to prepare the way
for a later attack, to determine if possible which of the three main
ridges was best suited for climbing and camping. Since Col. Godwin Austen first mapped the peak in 1863, only three groups had
closely studied the problem: Eckenstein, et aI, who climbed to 21,500
in 1902, Luigi Amedeo who reached nearly 22,000 feet in 1909, and
the Duke of Spoletto who studied the Bahoro Glacier in 1928. The
consensus of climbing opinion was that K2 was a major problem.
A small, compactly organized party was formed consisting o~
Paul Petzoldt, Jackson Hole Wyoming; Robert Bates, Exeter,
N. H.; Richard Burdsall, Port Chester, N. Y.; William House of
Concord, N. H.; Charles Houston of New York, with Captain
Norman R. Streatfeild as Liaison officer. Only essentials of food
and equipment were taken, and the party, though taking the name
of the American Alpine Club, was financed from within.
Thirty-one days of steady marching, broken only by three days
halt enforced by the fever of one of, the party, brought the six
climbers, six Sherpa porters from Darjeeling, and eighty local
carriers to Base Camp at the foot of K2 on the 12th of June, on
schedule to the day. The local men returned to their village, fifty
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miles away, with instructions to return in 45 days. The climbers
then made numerous reconnoitering trips from the 16,500 foot
Base Camp to the three main ridges of K2.
First examined was Savoia Ridge, on the western side. Rising
from 22,800 foot Savoia Pass the ridge leads directly to the summit
of K2 in an impressive series of cliffs and buttresses, the strata of
which slope inwards. To reach the Pass one must climb a thousand steep feet of ice, but once on the ridge the climbing would be
over rock of considerable difficulty. Conditions had evidently be, come much worse since the Duke of Abruzzi had reached Savoia
Pass in 1909, for three attempts convinced the 1938 party that the
Pass could not safely be reached that year due to ice.
Next, attention was turned to the long and curving northeast
ridge which led from the upper end of the Godwin Austen glacier
upwards to the 25,000 foot snow shoulder from which rises the
summit cone of K2. To reach the ridge the party was unavoidably exposed to avalanche danger in the narrow glaciedilled valley
between K2 and its immediate neighbor Broad Peak. The lower
part of the ridge is long, snow-covered, broken by serac falls
and steep snow slopes, but can be climbed. From a point
22,400 feet high, the ridge curves and runs horizontally in a
knife-edged arete of ice and snow towers, which if climbable at
all, would be extremely difficult. Whether supplies for higher
·camps could be carried across this formidable ridge is at least debatable.
Having ascertained the difficulties in these two ridges the party
turned with little hope to the southeast ridge, more properly a
rounded face. Here Luigi Amedeo had also camped, but had pronounced the difficulties too great to carry the climb to a successful conclusion. Three strong reconnoitering efforts were needed
before the 1938 party found a single campsite on the lower and
apparently easier slopes. Camp I was occupied at 17,700 feet on
July first. Three days later Camp II was established on the previously discovered site at 19,300 feet. By July tenth sufficient supplies had been carried to -Camp II so that two men could safely
occupy Camp III at 20,700 feet. To this height the climbing was
. difficult, but not severe; the party moved singly, well-belayed above
Camp II, but the angle of the slope was uninterrupted and averaged
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over 45 degrees. Camp sites were very hard to find and required
hours of construction before the seven by five foot tents could be
safely pitched.
Above Camp III only four white men and three Sherpas climbed,
establishing Camp IV at 21,500 feet on July thirteenth. An exceptionally severe chimney here necessitated Camp V being only
500 feet higher. Camp VI was located on a precarious ledge at
23,300 feet on July eighteenth. The climbers were now at grips
with the Black Pyramid, the final thousand feet of Abruzzi ridge
below the 25,000 foot snow shoulder, a section of the route which
from below had appeared extremely severe. On closer inspection
it was difficult, but passable with loads, and on the nineteenth two
men reached the great snow shoulder below the summit cone.
Dictated by previous mishaps the 1938 party adhered closely to
three fundamental principles: the first being never to occupy a
camp unless prepared to outlast at least a week of storm; the
second being to sleep as low as possible and carry supplies up rather
than sleeping high and going down to fetch supplies; the third
principle was never to let our porters, faithful and capable though
they were, climb unattended.
In Camp VI we had approximately ten days of food plus iron
rations. The weather being settled it was decided that it would be
safe for two men to occupy one higher camp for at most two nights
before the retreat would be forced on us. Accordingly on July
twentieth two men were established in Camp VII at 24,700 feet.
Next day in flawless weather they climbed to 26,000 feet, set foot
on the base of the summit cone, and saw enough of the route to
satisfy them that a safe and feasible route lay upwards to the top.
They turned back to Camp VII, and on the twenty-second the entire party began the evacuation of camps, reaching Base Camp on
the twenty-fourth. Return to Kashmir was via a shorter route not
open earlier in the season, and the expedition ended in Srinagar
on August sixth.
During June, while reconnoitering, t~e party experienced patchy
weather, with three or four days of snow and wind interrupting
shorter stretches of good weather. In July, the weather was on the
whole good, broken only by a few days of severe wind and storm.-·
Immediately after the retreat was begun the weather began to de-
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teriorate and the summits were veiled in clouds until the party left
the region.
Over the entire ridge the climbing was of high standard, in
some places approaching the most severe Alpine routes. Difficult
chimneys and buttresses were climbed with loads up to fifty pounds.
About 1,500 feet of fixed rope and thirty pitons were used to secure
the route for laden men. Apart from an attack of what, in retrospect, appears to have been Dengue fever, there was no illness and
\ no injury to the party. The lowest recorded temperature was two
above zero, but there was no frostbite.
The expedition was not stopped by weather, nor by climbing
difficulties, but rather by a reluctance to jeopardize the party by
over-extending it with inadequate supplies to outlast a storm. Had
we taken a chance with our small remaining supplies, relying on
good weather, there is little doubt but that we could have climbed
higher. On the other hand, had the weather broken while the
party was precariously camped at 24,700 feet or higher with but
a few days of supplies, a serious outcome would have been inevitable.
To stock the highest camps more fully is of course the answer; this
means many more days of packing lower down, for every extra
day of supplies· for the top camp means several more days of food,
etc., consumed in carrying the highest supplies up.
The results achieved by the party include the following: a small,
mobile party prepared to do its own hard work can climb very
high on the greatest peaks. Such a party can be organized comparatively inexpensively if frugality is observed. (The 1938 party
spent $9,700 from New York to New York in five months). Abru~zi
Ridge, the southeastern slope of K2 is probably the route of choice
to the summit. The summit of K2 can be reached.
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British Columbia's Mystery Mountain
WILLIAM

P.

HOUSE

B

~ 1936 ~t. Waddington hac~ .developed a formidable reputatIon for Itself. Four expedItIons had attempted it without
success. Except for the ~unday-Hall expedition of 1934,
which climbed the north-west peak, no one had been close to the
summit. All came back with tales of an incredibly wicked fang
of rock and ice which comprised the South or main peak. The
most recent previous expedition, that of the Sierra Club in 1935
had been balked by severe and prolonged storms, one of the moun~
tain's sternest defenses. Situated on the Coast Range in British
Columbia, it is particularly susceptible to rapid changes in weather
sweeping in from the Pacific. That plus the technical difficulties of
the mountain itself make it a tough mountaineering problem.
Towards this mountain a small party made its way in June,
1936. The group consisted of Miss Elizabeth Woolsey, Alanson
Willcox, Fritz Wiessner, and myself. We went as much to see
and feel this notorious opponent as to fulfill our hopes that the summit might be reached. When Fritz Wiessner joined the party
our expectations rose, but still we did not put too much hope in
success.
We approached the mountain from Knight Inlet, through dense
forest and over Franklin Glacier. After three weeks of backpacking we established base camp on the upper Franklin Glacier,
only a few miles from the South face of the mountain. Nearby
lay the camp of a joint expedition composed of members of the
Sierra Club and the British Columbia Mountaineers. They too
were intent on reaching the summit, but we had agreed before
that they should have the privilege of making the first attempt.
To take advantage of the good weather they immediately sent
a party of three ropes, while we spent the day establishing a higher
camp at about 10,000 feet, only a few hundred yards from the base
of the, 2,200 foot South face. Wiessner and t remained here while
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Miss Woolsey and 'Willcox returned to bring up more loads the
next day. That night the climbers returned. They had failed to
reach the top, and since the crevassed condition of the glacier below
made it impossible for them to continue to their base camp in the
dark, they spent a chilly night wrapped in a bivouac sheet a few
yards from our tent. We had retired early, planning on an early
start. Snug in our sleeping bags Wiessner and I felt rather uncomfortable, knowing what they were experiencing, but there was
nothing to be done.
The next morning we started up a long ice and snow couloir
and eventually reached a point about 1,000 feet below the summit.
The nearly verticle walls, glazed with ice, prevented us from traversing out below the summit tower as planned. The morning
wore on and the sun beat down on the huge cornices overhanging
the couloir. We decided on a retreat and reached our tent early in
the afternoon.
Discouraged by what we had seen we laid plans for another
assault farther south. We would attack the steep face by a series
of smaller gullies and snow fields. At 2:30 the following morning
we were cramponing up the lowest of these gullies. Several times
we arrived at apparent dead ends and then found chance alternative
routes. By 8 :00 we stood on top of the last snow patch, 800 feet
below the summit. The prospects were not encouraging. The
rock structure of the entire face was smooth and steep, an estimated
70 degrees, and steeper above. Wiessner had led the climb to this
point and continued, while I belayed him from the thinning snow.
It was difficult from the start. No natural belays were available
and pitons were necessary at every stance sometimes the whole
rope length apart. The most difficult problem was a short overhang capped by a small, loose block. Lashed to a piton and
taking advantage of a platform sloping at the base, I was able to
make a fairly good platform by leaning out. From my shoulders
Wiessner struggled for a minute, trying to proceed without dislodging the stone. In a few desperate minutes he was over and
secured to a piton. How he did it I'll never know, for later with
the help of the rope I still had great difficulty.
We could move more rapidly above this point and were soon able
to traverse to the right until we were 150 feet below the summit. The
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entire summit ridge was coated with a treacherous layer of snow
crystals which were cemented to the verticle rock. A chimney
with enough broken rock in it to afford footholds led to a small
platform just below the top, and from here, one at a time, we
scrambled onto the narrow snow cap.
We began the descent almost immediately as it was getting late.
Long rappels with extra rope took us directly down the south face,
but twilight found us at the top of a large snow field, crossed that
morning, with 1500 feet to go. Progress became extremely slow in
the dim light. At one point we found we had miscalculated our
position in the gully. Tying our full 300 feet of line to a piton we
rappeled to the end, to find ourselves still above a fifteen foot drop.
An unexpected rock fall bounced over our heads, throwing splinters
of ice at our faces. No piton cracks presented themselves, so we
tried a drastic remedy to our problem. I lowered Wiessner from
mv ice axe, driven in a crack, and once down, he set himself firmly
as'I attempted to climb down, scratching with my crampons for
footholds. When they disappeared I jumped, confident that Wiessner would stop me, which he did. From here we hastened onto the
open glacier. The climb had taken 23 hours, most of it over difficult rock and ice. The next day the weather broke, and as we
came down through the storm we felt grateful that the gods of
weather had allowed us to play immortals.
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Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta in Colombia
HENRY

S.

HALL, JR.

l-IlS is probably a unique mountai~1 ran~e. An eig?t hundr~d
foot rise of the sea would make It an Island. Tnangular 111
shape at its base, a granite batholith, it rises to a height of
18,770 feet, twenty-five miles from the shores of the Caribbean, only
seven hundred miles north of the equator. Glaciers and small
snowfields drape the crest of the range, almost unbroken, for a
distance of twenty miles, the lowest ice-tongues now reaching to
about 15,500 feet, though huge moraines show the extent of former
glaciation down to 10,000 feet. Moisture laden northeasterly trade
winds off the sea clothe the north slopes in forest and almost impenetrable jungle, rising from malarial swamps to about 12,000
feet. The southerly slopes, robbed of much moisture by the peaks,
are largely open grasslands, trees being found only along stream
beds or along scattered valley sides which do not receive the direct
rays of the tropical sun. Between tree-line and the snow lies a
lake studded belt of gray, barren, sombre valleys and ridges.
Arhuaco Indians, primitive, taciturn, diffident people, live a
scanty existence scattered among the hills, from 3,000 to 11,000 feet.
They chew the coca leaf which accounts for their state of mental
stupefaction. Near and above tree-line are encountered occasional
wild horses and cattle. The Arhuacos live by simple cultivation, anel
maintain small herds of cattle and some horses. They are neither
definitely hostile to the traveler, nor cooperative.
"Hap" Kennard, an e~rly member and president of the H. M. C.,
first called my attention to these mountains fifteen years ago, having seen them from the deck of a ship a few years before. Next,
Thomas D. Cabot and his wife landed at Santa Marta in 1930, while
on a cruise, and investigated,-saw the highest peaks from a distance, and reached tree-line from above Rio Frio and the Indian
village of San Andres on the west. Perusal of the scant literature, *

T

*Bibliography at end.
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upon his return home, indicated that several scientific expeditions,
but no actual alpinists, had visited the range. None of the peaks
had been climbed.
On February 22, 1939, on eleven days' notice, Tom Cabot and
I left New York by air, reaching Barranquilla the next afternoon.
Walter Wood of the American Geographical Society and Anderson
Bakewell came direct to Santa Marta with the heavy baggage by
steamer. From the Pan American Clipper three hours south of
Kingston, flying at 10,000 feet, Cabot and I had a perfect view of
the whole upper half of the range, 125 miles out to sea.
At Barranquilla we were astounded to learn that an unheralded
German party had climbed one of the two highest peaks three
weeks before. We met, and asked to join us, Frank B. Notestein,
chief geologist of the Colombian Petroleum Company, J. M. Ujueta,
a cattle owner, and a member of one of Colombia's old families,
and Henri Praolini, an Italian-Swiss prospector who had been with
two of the Germans on their high climb.
Praolini went ahead to Valledupar, a town on the south side
of the mountains only 600 feet above sea-level, to collect horse and
donkey transport. From Barranquilla to Cienaga, near Santa Marta,
by air tqok half an hour. Six of us left Santa Marta by the little
banana railroad for Fundacion early on March 4. Between Cienaga
and Fundacion are extensive banana plantations, owned mostly by
the United Fruit Company. Leaving Fundacion in an old bus with
all our baggage, we covered 108 miles by the new road, good enough
in dry weather, to Valledupar the same afternoon.
Next day about noon in hot sun (temp. 96°) we set out on foot,
followed by Praolini in command of the transport. Two days,
distance about 33 miles, saw us up from 600 to 6,500 feet in the
cooler climate at San Sebastian, where at night the thermometer
went down to 40°. Exchanging transport here for five bulls, a horse
and two donkeys, after two days' delay, we continued up over the
bold grass covered hills to camp at 11,000 feet (temp. overnight, 15°),
thence over a 12,800 foot pass to Mamancananca between colossal
glacial moraines at 11,000 feet, some thirty miles nearer the high
peaks which now stood only twenty miles to the north. One more
day with the animals took us to Gloomy Gulch, a black lake at
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13,600 feet between forbidding cliffs, with condors wheeling about
overhead.
.
Here the party split. Cabot, Notestein and Ujueta, feeling the
altitude, went back, the first two to explore valleys parelleling the
high peaks on the south. Wood, Bakewell, Praolini and I shouldered packs and in three days were camped at 16,5000 feet under the
highest peaks, two hundred yards from glacier cliffs. Altitude is
for some reason felt sooner in South American than elsewhere. We
confirmed this.
Weather continuing fine, we tried for the summit, probably
identifiable as "Pico Cristobal Colon" on March 15. The peak which
Praolini and the Germans climbed lay two miles west of our peak.
We were camped in a cirque between the two. At 17,600 feet we
were halted by a wildly broken tropical ice-fall, really a slow disintegration of the 200 foot thick ice, with weird bridges, icicles,
grottoes and towering rock cliffs at the side. Motionless air, hot
sun and altitude, during the day, followed by an uncomfortable
sleepless night when my air mattress collapsed on sharp rocks, put
me out of the running for the next day's attempt by a different route.
The 16th dawned clear. Wo~d, Bakewell and Praolini left camp
at 6 A.M., climbed down ticklish granite slabs and across a little
basin, up through easy ice-fall onto the nieves penitentes formation
of the neve field extending along the backbone of the range. Turning west they came to the east face of the peak which we considered
the highest. This had looked unpromising from camp, but between Wood's and Praolini's experienced leadership the 1,000 feet of
rock succumbed in less than two hours. From camp, I could then see
the party working steadily along the sharp snow crest to the summit which they gained at 1 P.M. The bubble of an Abney hand-level
indicated a fraction of a degree depression to the peak which the
Germans had climbed six weeks before; the difference in altitude.
Wood now calculates, being only ten or fifteen feet.
Cutting directly down below the rocks the party roped off over
the thirty foot glacier cliffs above camp, which they reached at
6 P.M. in dusk almost before I had hot soup ready on the trusty
Sievert burner.
As our supplies were limited and in fact our whole plan of
campaIgn was to strike swiftly and retire before the weather
[ 18 ]

changed, we left the next morning, and the day after joined the
party at Mamancananca. There are at least two peaks about 18,000
feet, three or four over 17,000 feet and others higher than Mt. Blanc,
as well as crossings of the range, still to be done. After a day to help
Wood with theodolite readings from measured base lines, we
started out, and reached San Sebastian in one day, rested a day, and
did the 33 miles to Valledupar in twelve hours the last day, reaching
Santa Marta by bus and rail March 23rd, and flew over to Barranquilla for breakfast the next morning. On the 25th, Cabot being ill,
Wood, Bakewell and I made a three hour flight in a Ford tri-motor
plane, hired from Scadta with two German pilots, securing good
photographs with a Fairchild aerial camera of the highest peaks
from 20,500 feet, and many other good shots of the moraines and
our route of approach. The air journey back to New York took
twenty-one hours. Why these peaks remained unclimbed until
this year, should be recorded as one of the mysteries in the history
of mountaineering.
*More important references:
F. A. A. Simons: Notes on the Topography of the Sierra Nevada of Santa
Marta, U. S. of Colombia, Proc. Royal Geog. Soc., Vol. 1 (N.S.), 1879,
pp. 689-694, map facing p 752. Also Vol. III same, 1881, pp. 705-723 and map
facing p. 768.
Joseph de Brettes: Chez les Indiens du nord de la Colombie, Le Tour du
Monde, Vol. 4 (N.S.), 1898, pp. 61-96 and 433-480.
A. F. R. Wollaston: The Sierra Nevada of Santa Marta, Colombia, Geog.
Journal, Vol. 66, 1925, pp. 97-111.
William Seifriz: The Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta: An Ascent from the
North, Geog/'. Review, Vol. 24, 1934, pp. 479, 485.
A. P. Coleman: Pleistocene Glaciation in the Andes of Colombia, Geog/'.
loumal, Vol. 86, 1935, pp. 330-334.
T. D. Cabot: Mountains of the Caribbean, Appalachia, Vol. 18, 1930,
pp. 17-22. Also Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta, same, Vol. 22, 1939, pp. 309314.
T . D. Cabot: The Cabot Columbian Expedition to the Sierra Nevada de
Santa Marta of Colombia, Geog/'. Review, Vol. 29, October 1939, pp. 587-621.
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Three Seasons 1n Alaska
By BRADFORD WASHBURN

the publication of the last issue of Harvard M ountaineerin g
I have had the good fortune to have been a member of three
successful expeditions into the mountains of Alaska. Although
only the last two of these trips were made with the ascent of large
unclimbed peaks as their major objective, the underlying purpose of
all three was to explore and to photograph a series of vast tracts of
almost completely unknown mountain wilderness-ranges which
unquestionably rank as the most magnificent on our continent.
During the summer of 1936, working under the auspices of the
Nat'ional Geographic Society and Pan American Airways, Lincoln
Washburn of Dartmouth and I made a series of flights around and
over the summit of Mount McKinley from Fairbanks in the heart
of Alaska. Curiously enough, although Mount McKinley (20,270
feet) is the highest peak in North America, as well as being the
central attraction in one of the most beautiful of our National Parks,
until these flights of 1936 all of its approaches had never been carefully studied from the air. Toward the middle of August 1937 and
in September 1938, accompanied only by a pilot in each case, I
made two more flights around McKinley approaching it from the
south instead of the northeast. The photographs taken on these
flights are now stored at the Harvard Institute of Geographical Exploration. Many were taken in pairs for study under the stereoscope. They form a collection of more than three hundred 7 x 9
inch prints and show in minute detail all of the approaches to
Alaska's greatest peak.
In June and July 1937 Robert H. Bates of Philadelphia and I,
assisted by the magnificent piloting of Bob Reeve of Valdez, succeeded in making the first ascent of Mount Lucania (17,150 feet)
which, since the ascent of Mount Logan in 1925, had remained for
twelve years the highest unclimbed peak in North America.
The major problem in the conquest of Lucania was its remote,
INCE
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isolated pOSltlOn in the very heart of the St. Elias Range, almost
completely hemmed in by a rugged succession of jagged peaks and
extremely rough glaciers. The Wood Yukon Expedition of 1935
had attempted to discover an approach to Lucania from the east,
starting from Burwash Landing in the Yukon Territory. This
party substantiated on the ground the aerial discoveries of our
N. G. S. Yukon Expedition of the winter of 1935-that the only
means of approach to Lucania from the east lay directly over the
summit of 16,600-foot Mount Steele, a peak lying at least ten miles
from Lucania's top with a broad 14,000-foot col in between. The
Wood party made the first ascent of Mount Steele in August 1935
but were unable to pack supplies high enough to establish a camp
beyond its summit in the Steele-Lucania col.
Bates, Reeve and I, laying our plans entirely on the aeriaI'photographs taken in the winter of 1935, took off on June 18, 1937 from
the Valdez mud flats at low tide with a ski-equipped plane. Three
hours later we landed on the Walsh Glacier at an altitude of 8,600
feet, right at the foot of Lucania. Our two companions, Russell
Dow and Norman Bright, were never able to join us and our airplane never got back to take us out to Valdez again-heavy unseasonable rainstorms gutted our smooth glacier landing field with
great crevasses and slushy rivers. Bob Bates and I retreated eastward to the nearest civilization at Jacquot's Trading Post on Kluane
Lake in Canada; On our way out we succeeded in making the top
of Lucania in a desperate one-day thrust from the 14,000-foot pass,
and then traversed Mount Steele, descending its eastern face by approximately the same route used by the Wood party in the first ascent two years before.
.
In May and June 1938 the Harvard Institute of Geography sent
out a small expedition, composed of Norman Bright, Peter Gabriel,
Norman Dyhrenfurth and myself, to explore and climb Mount St.
Agnes (13,250 feet), the highest peak in the Chugach Range. These
mountains stretch in a broad arc around the head of Prince William
Sound between Cordova and Valdez on the east and Seward and
Their weather is probably the most
Anchorage on the west.
wretched of any Alaskan range, canneries on their southern slopes
having reported over 300 inches of rainfall in a year!
We approached St. Agnes with Bob Reeve and his mud skis in
[ 22 ]

the same way we had attacked Lucania. The actual ascent of this
peak did not involve great technical difficulty, but the weather was
bad b~yond the utmost limit of description. By dint of inching
ahead 111 momentary clear spells we managed to push a camp to an
altitude of 10,000 feet on the northerly ridge, after two-and-a-half
weeks' of work under the most abominable conditions. On June 19th
we reached the summit in a driving snowstorm with little or no
aesthetic reward, after an enormous amount of the bitterest sort of
labor.
The successful use of two-way voice radio between Valdez and
the Matanuska Base Camp on this trip resulted in being able to fly
both to and from the glacier with great speed and efficiency, and
made a short trip out of what otherwise would doubtless have proved
a long, hard one.
In July 1938, shortly after our return from St. Agnes, I joined
forces with Terris and Katrina Moore of Cambridge in a most enjoyable and informal ski trip to the summit of Mount Sanford
(16,210 feet), the highest peak in the Wrangell Range, about 100
miles north of Valdex in the interior of Alaska.
We made the approach for this trip on horseback from Slana and
then used five dogs to help relay our supplies after we had reached
the snowline on Sanford, some thirty miles south of the main Nabesna road. From a purely technical viewpoint Sanford is an easy
mountain, but as a ski-climb it is doubtless one of the most magnificent in the world. Even in July, when we made the ascent,
there were glorious skiing conditions everywhere above an altitude
of 6,000 feet-ten thousand feet of unbroken skiing. Above 11,000
feet we never saw any trace of melting, and the powder snow skiing
on the summit cone of Sanford was utterly glorious.
The whole trip from Slana to Christochina took us only twentytwo days and cost less than $200 per person-one of the most enjoyable and inexpensive big climbs I have ever had the pleasure of
making.
July 26, 1938, saw our party back at Valdez again. The Moores
saile;d south shortly after our return and I stayed on until early October, spending part of the time in Valdez, part in Fairbanks and part
in Cordova, making an extensive series of photographic flights for
the National Geographic Society over the McKinley, Chugach,
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Wrangell and St. Elias Ranges. It would be impossible in so short a
space to give even the barest outline of these flights.
During the course of these two months we put in 59 hours and
50 minutes in the air, took over 2,000 photographs, and covered with
them approximately 12,000 square miles of totally unmapped COU11try in the hearts of these ranges. These pictures, all of which are
stored with most of those of the Mount McKinley flights at the Harvard University Institute of Geographical Exploration on Divinity
Avenue should form a treasure-house of material for anyone contemplating a future Alaskan expedition, as they show not only the
main approaches but also the most intricate climbing details of almost everyone of the great peaks of Alaska.

Photo Noel Odell
EVEREST AND THE GYANGKAR RANGE
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Everest Again-and Again!
By N. E.

A

ODELL.

mountaineers are aware that in recent years a succession
of expeditions has gone forth in order to attempt the ascent
of Mount Everest, the world's highest peak, a summit which
was long ago triangulated by the Indian Survey and found to be
29,002 feet. It was the seventh expedition which set out in 1938 for
the mountain, and we broke very much with the past in the matter
of organization and resources. So much money was not available,
and instead of a large and somewhat expensive expedition, it was
decided to run thillgs on light, mobile and economical lines. A minimum of stores and equipment was to be taken. H. W. Tilman was
appointed leader, since it was he who, with E. E. Shipton, had on
several recent journeys in the Himalaya put into practice this doctrine of extreme lightness and economy.
Six of us, accompanied by a dozen Sherpa porters, started off
from Kalimpong, in the hills of northern Bengal, in early March,
the seventh member of the party not joining up until we were well
on our way in Tibet. At the last village of Rongbuk, an influx of
would-be porters from Nepal threatened to make our expedition
one of the old "heavy-going" type, but this was finally avoided. Our
punctual arrival at the mountain (April 6th) put us in a good position to establish ourselves for an unusually early attempt upon it,
if conditions should allow. But no sooner had we commenced to
carry forward stores and equipment, and establish our long line
of camps up the East Rongbuk Glacier, than an absurd epidemic
of so-called influenza struck us, and four of our party in turn were
laid low thereby. The rest of us set to work to attempt the ascent
of the North Col ice-slopes, but we found the ice so hard and the
temperature so low that at about 22,000 feet we decided we had
come too early, and the north face of Everest to be out of the question at the moment.
And soa pilgrimage of the sick and halt, and the relatively fit
LL
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alike, took place over the 22,000 feet Lhakpa La to the valley of
Kharta, some thiry miles eastward. There, at a lower altitude, and
with the delights of opening spring around us, we endeavoured to
recuperate, although a shortage of food somewhat hindered the
process. Tilman became so ill that his condition suggested to our
doctor a far worse malady than influenza. Storms and snow-squalls
blew up meanwhile over the mountains, and although only the beginning of May, and impossibly early for the monsoon, we began to
have qualms that conditions looked uncommonly like the onset of
that Himalayan climber's nemesis .
But true enough it was, for on arrival back at Rongbuk we
found that Everest was white, and had been heavily covered in snow
since, it was said, May 5th. The monsoon does not strike the Himalaya in these parts usually until well into June, and sometimes not
till July, although in the hapless year 1936, of the previous Expedition, it arrived in May. Hoping that a spell of strong winds
might arrive to blow the snow off the steep north face of Everest,
we set forth again up the long glaciers, and quickly re-occupied
our line of camps up to III below the North Col. The ascent of
the slopes of the latter proved arduous and not without danger, for
a great deal of the snow was in an exceedingly avalanchy condition, and on one tricky traverse the rope "usefully" stopped two of
the party from being swept away. However, a camp was eventually
pitched on an airy shelf of snow on top of the North Col at 23,000
feet. Thence a few of us commenced to struggle up the lower part
of the great north face of the mountain, but the deep snow and the
constant bad weather soon called a halt. Moreover, we were in
danger of having our line of communication, or parties themselves,
carried away on the treacherous slopes leading to the North Col
camp. We must retreat, or a disaster comparable to that which
overtook the German parties on Nanga Parbat might overwhelm
us. Our responsibility for the Sherpa porters was another factor in
the balance of safety and obvious danger, discretion and glaring indiscretion.
A short spell down at Camp I, and a new effort was to be made,
in fact, a last resort that had been condemned and turned down by
most members of previous expeditions. A route was to be forced up
the other (western) side of the North Col, and so avoid the ava-
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lanchy eastern side from which we had retreated. The main Rongbuk Glacier was ascended and a new line of camps pitched and
equipped for this purpose. We were nOt reassured on arrival beneath the steep western ice wall of the North Col to find that an
enormous avalanche, perhaps a mile wide, and sufficient to wipe out
a hundred climbing parties, had descended, probably a day or so
before. With such a mass clown, however, it was unlikely that more
could come for some time. After much steep ice-climbing and stepcutting, with a long and rather sensational traverse thrown in, a
route was worked out to the top of the North Col: but we were
all agreed that it was no place for heavily-laden porters, but rather
only for light-hearted alpinists out for a day's sport.
The North Col camp re-occupied, and the weather ameliorating
somewhat; parties at once got to work again on the great north
face of Everest. It was hard work in deep snow, on outward sloping
rocks and ledges, to force a route up to about 25,600 feet, where, on
June 6th, Camp V was pitched. The Sherpa porters did magnificently, some even returning, after carrying through their own
loads, to assist their exhausted brethren still struggling up below.
From here, S,hiptQ.!1 and Swyilie went on with seven Sherpas, and
at rather over 27,000 feet, established Camp VI, from which the
porters were sent down. Next morning they started off early, but
the intense cold drove them back to their tent, both feet and hands
being in serious danger of frostbite. When the sun had arrived
and warmed the air somewhat a second start was made. But the
heavily snowcladen rocks soon brought them to a standstill, and all
their struggles and efforts at upward progress were obviously hopeless. They must give it up, with the glittering final pyramid of
Everest looking so temptingly close, yet still nearly a mile away and
two thousand feet above them. It was a bitterly disappointed party
that slowly made their long descent to the lower camps. TiLtp3n
and Id9y.2 undeterred made another attempt but were again stopped
by too much snow.
Two more of us were ready, if need be, to take up the attack;
but our duties lay in another direction. A couple of the Sherpas,
who had been up to Camp VI, at 27,000 feet, were in a serious condition at the North Col camp. One was suffering from a sudden
attack of pneumonia and pleurisy, and Dr. Warren only kept him
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alive during one terrible night by constant inhalation of oxygen.
The other porter had become completely unable to stand on his feet,
or to speak, and was altogether in such a parlyzed condition that
we wondered how we should be able to get him down the 1,300 feet
of ice-slopes and walls of the North Col. But it was accomplished,
though under the greatest difficulty and with the utmost discomfort to the patient; while the pneumonia case put up such a demonstration of "guts" and resolution that he was able to climb down
very largely under his own steam.
And so we once more left the great mountain with nothing
further accomplished than previous expeditions, save perhaps the
"technical" achievement of having crossed the North Col, the highest "pass" in the world that has been traversed! No more than this,
indeed, with the exception of a fair number of scientific observations relating to geology, glaciology and meteorology, which the
writer was able to fit in in the intervals of pursuing the main objective. Of scientific researches there are ample yet to be made in
this little-known region, and there is no necessity for members of
an Everest party to feel bored, or even run into the danger of bedsores, due to days of waiting in idleness, which one of our number
this year claims to be the chief menace of these expeditions!
As to the future, Everest can and will be climbed. For this, a
party must have both permission from the government of Tibet and
the good fortune to have a long period between the cessation of
the winter winds and the beginning of the heavy monsoon snows.

I
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The Ascent of N anda Devi
By A. B. EMMONS,

3RD.

N the fall of 1935 a group of the officers of the Harvard Mountaineering Club formulated plans for a joint American and British expedition to attempt the ascent of Nanda Devi, a peak in
the Central Himalayan chain with an altitude of 25,645 feet. Nanda
Devi, despite efforts made over a period of more than 50 years '
to reach its foot, was not successfully approached until Tilman and Shipton in 1934 finally ascended the tremendous Gorge
of the Rishi Ganga and explored the valleys at the base of the
peak.
In 1939, due to the great difficulties of the approach to Nanda
Devi, it was decided to make the attack with a relatively small party
and a minimum of equipment. The personnel consisted of Adams
Carter, Charles Houston, Farnsworth Loomis and the writer from
this country, and of T. Graham Brown, Noel E. Odell, Peter Lloyd,
and William Tilman from England. Loomis joined Tilman in
India early in May of 1936, and together with sixteen porters, they
forced a second passage of the Rishi Gorge to establish a food depot
at its head after which they returned to the hill station of Ranikhet,
where they were joined by the main party.
Accompanied by sixty porters, including six veteran Sherpas
from Darjeeling, the expedition left Ranikhet July 10 and marched
for ten days over the Himalayan foothills to Tapoban, the last village below the Rishi Gorge. Beyond here the party left the beaten
path and ascended a spur flanking the Gorge to a pass at 14,300 feet.
After a descent of the north wall of the gorge for several thousand
feet, it was possible to traverse for six miles over rough country before being temporarily stopped by a badly swollen stream originating in the Rhamini glacier. At this point 37 of the local porters
deserted, forcing a further reduction in weight of supplies and making it necessary to relay in two stages.
Crossing from the north to the south side of the Gorge by means
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of a natural rock bridge, the route lay steeply up over slabs and
ledges for several thousand feet. After a week's packing over extremely difficult terrain, the party reached the head of the Gorge
and emerged in the enclosed system of valleys lying at the foot of
Nanda Devi. A base camp was established at the foot of the southeast shoulder at a height of 17,000 feet. Here all the porters, save
for the six Sherpas, were dismissed.
The final attack began on August 11 with Camp I at 19,000 occupied by the reconnaissance party. The ridge above here proved
steep and treacherous and only with difficulty could a place be
found on it for a second camp at 20,500 feet. Above this point the
ridge widened and two more camps were set up. Camp IV was consolidated as a base for the support party at 22,000 feet.
Above Camp IV a light bivouac was established on the steep
rocks of the bold upper face of Nanda Devi. From here, on August
26th, Odell and Houston set out for the first attack on the summit.
After eight hours of heavy going in soft snow over steep rock formations, the two men were forced by the lateness of the hour to retreat while within 1000 feet of the summit. That night at Camp V
Houston, by great misfortune, suffered an attack of food-poisoning
which put him out of action, and Tilman came up from Camp IV to
replace him.
On August 27 Tilman and Odell carried the bivouac to a ledge
at 24,200 feet. From here on the following day they set out in
favorable weather at 6:00 in the morning. After more than nine
hours of arduous climbing they reached the top, where they spent
an hour before descending. This is the highest mountain summit
ever attained.
Following the successful completion of the ascent, Houston and
Tilman, accompanied by Passang Kikuli, a Sherpa, solved one more
interesting geographical problem by making a first crossing of .the
precipitous Longstaff Colon the Eastern rim of the great Nanda Devi
Basin, thus completing a new route to the outside world. Though
time did not permit of much scientific work, Odell managed to do a
considerable amount of geological observation, and the writer completed a plane-table survey of the southern part of the Nanda Devi
Basin.
Aside from the principal attainments of the Expedition, certain
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other points of interest might be brieRy noted. Of the eight members
of the Expedition, six had been directly associated with the Harvard
Mountaineering Club. The theory of a· light, m~bile party for an
attack on a large Himalayan peak seemed to work out well in
practice, and was later employed on an Everest Expedition the following year which included three of the Nanda Devi party. The
climb was accomplished during a particularly severe monsoon
season, though it was fOLlnd that much of the bad weather was left
behind after the advance party reached an altitude of 22,000 feet.
The fact that the white members of the party were forced to carry
60 pound loads over very difficult country for 10 days before reaching the base camp did not appear to have ill effects on their subsequent climbing effectiveness at high altitudes. In fact this previous training seemed to help when later the entire porter staff became ill above 21,000 feet, and compelled the climbers to carryall
loads above this point on the mountain.
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Masherbrum 1938
By T. GRAHAM BROWN:
ASHERBRUM (25,660 ft.), the precipitous north face of which
is so striking an object from the Baltoro glacier, had never
been attempted or even properly explored when an informal
party set out from Sri nagar at the end of' April, 1938. Harrison,
Hodgkin, Waller and I set out, whilst Roberts followed us a few
days later, coming on by forced marches. The Zoji La was still
heavily in snow and the warmth of the Indus valley thereafter was
a pleasant change. On reaching the Indus-Skyok confluence we
ferriecl across and then went up the latter river to just beyond
Khapalu, our object being to reach Masherbrum from the south.
The Hushe valley, which joined the Shyok at this point, was almost
straight and led nearly due north to Masherbrum, which we first
saw from the mouth of the valley. Two marches took us up the
valley to beyond Hushe village where we pitched a base camp on
May 16, eighteen days after leaving Srinagar.
A subsidiary ridge runs south from Masherbrum, and we were
now just south of the end of this ridge. On its west side was the
Masherbrum glacier, with the Aling glacier further to the west,
whilst the Chundugero glacier lay on the east side of the ridge. As
either the Masherbrum or Chundugero glacier might give us a
route to the mountain, and even the Aling glacier might do so 'too,
we now decided to do some exploring. Harrison had gone off to
collect some porters from Goma village, so the rest of us set out up
the Masherbrum glacier, pitching camp that night about half way
up its length. On the following day we divided, two going up the
side above the camp until stopped by the soft snow, and two going
to the head of the main glacier. From this we had a good view of
the south arete of the summit mass and considered that it would
give the safest route if attainable. We also examined a side glacier
which we saw would provide a way up towards a high snow basin
on the east side of the south af(~te.

M
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The Chundugero glacier still called for exploration and three of
us decided to give 6 days to this whilst Harrison and Hodgkin investigated the side glacier which we had examined from the Masherbrum glacier, to see if a way might be made up it. In this they were
successful whilst we others went up the Chundugero glacier. Two
marches took us to a delightful camp near where' the glacier bent
away to' the east from Masherbrum. It was quite clear from what
we could see that the west or Masherbrum glacier offered by far the
better chance of reaching our mountain, but Roberts and I wanted
to explore a side glacier which continued the axis of the Chundugero glacier to the north. This we did, but were unable to make
any headway up a 3,000 foot ice fall. We then returned to base
camp.
After a day at the base camp we moved the whole camp in two
marches to the upper Masherbrum glacier, near where the side glacier entered. On the following day, May 30, our attempt on Masherbrum commenced and continued for three weeks. The weather was
almost continuously unfavorable, and snow fell at one time or other
almost every day, sometimes so heavily as to prevent any movement.
We pitched camp below the collecting basin of the side glacier, then
half way up the north flank of the basin (camp II), next on the crest
of the flank, (camp III) and, (camp IV) across a high plateau and
short of the ice fall by which the upper basin of Masherbrum discharges in this direction. On June 12th, Roberts, Hodgkin, and I
reached this upper basin for the first time but did so in falling snow
and had no view at all. There was a blizzard on the following day
during which we decided that Harrison and Hodgkin should try
to find a way on to the south arete whilst the rest of us brought up
the remaining supplies from camp III and established a camp V in
the upper basin. During two days of thick weather Harrison and
Hodgkin went up to the head of the basin. The third day, when
we established camp V in the basin, was clear, and Harrison and
Hodgkin decided to try to reach the summit itself from a camp
which they made that evening in the middle of the east face just
under its very steep final slope of snow. On June 17th they went
up and to the right from this camp, and tried to gain the east arete
of the mountain, but found its rocks to be plastered with loose snow,
so they returned to their camp. Next morning a small avalanche
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wrecked the tent and they were fortunate to escape. Taking their
bedding, they went down towards camp VI to which 'ValIer had
gone that day, but they lost their way in the thick weather and had
to climb into their sleeping bags in the shelter of a crevasse. We
could easily hear their shouts from camp V, and thought that they
must have arrived back safely, but Waller in camp VI of course
knew the truth and went out to find them. After going for two
or three rope-lengths Waller realized that to go any further would
be to lose sight of the camp and to risk the safety of the party, be
cause snow was falling and quickly obliterating the tracle He
therefore returned and next morning the other two saw their way
clearly and reached camp VI which was at once evacuated and the
whole party came together again in camp V that afternoon.
The additional exposure had added frost bitten-feet to frost-bitten fingers and it was clear that the attempt on the mountain must
be abandoned. The party thus descended to camp IV on the following day and reached the base camp two days later. Another
day was spent in reaching the valley near Hushe village on June
23rd. At Srinagar after our return we met Charlie Houston and
his friends, and spent some very happy days with them, while we
heard all about their fine expedition.

Other Expeditions
1937 the cl.ub sent a party ~o th~ .Canadian~o.ckies and. ~el
kirk Mounta1l1s, the same regIon VIsIted by a SImIlar expechtlOn
in 1931. The group was led by James Goodwin, and included
Stacy French, Dave Stacey, Arthur and John Notman, and Peter
and Neal Thorne. They made half a dozen ascents in the Lake
Louise region before going into the Selkirks. Here the weather was
not too obiiging, but climbs were made of several impressive peaks,
notably Sir Donald.
In 1938 another club party journeyed to the unexplored Chugach
'Range in Alaska. Peter Gabriel, Swiss guide, was the leader, and
those who made the trip were Garrett Eddy, Elpenor Ohle, Paul
Harper, Crosby Keller, George Overton, Robert Bishop, Sherman
Gifford, and John Notman. Snow conditions prevented any serious
climbing, but a number of minor first ascents were made.
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Since the last issue of this publication many graduate and underCTraduate members have been climbing in various parts of the world.
There have been numerous worthy climbs made in the Canadian
and American Rockies, the Grand Tetons, the Alps, and many
other mountain ranges. Unfortunately space does not permit more
accurate and complete accounts.
Henry S. Hall, Jr. has been especially active. In 1936 he climbed
in the Coast Range of British Columbia, where he made a first
ascent on Mt. Monarch, 11,700 feet. In 1937 he was climbing in
New Zealand and in 1938 he was back in the Coast Range. Later
that summer he and Bradley Gilman tried and failed in an attempt
for a second ascent on Mt. Alberta in the Canadian Rockies. In
the spring of 1939 he was a member of the Cabot Columbian Expedition, about which he has written an article for this issue. During
the summer of 1939 he made the first ascent of a 13,000 foot peak
in the Coast Range, a mile from ·Waddington.

*

President Conant has been climbing with the Canadian Alpine
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Club in the Canadian Rockies in 1938 and 1939. He has added
some very difficult mountains to his record.
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Robert Underhill climbed in the Wind River Range in 1939,
taking a new route up Fremont Peak and making two first ascents.
William House, whose article on Waddington appears in this
issue, with Fritz vViessner made a successful attack on the Devil's
Tower in 1937. He was turned back on Ship Rock in 1938.
Adams Carter in 1937 did the north ridge of the Grand Teton
for the third time and in 1938 made a few ascents in the Chilian
Andes when we was down there for the skiing. In 1939 he and
Robert Bates climbed in the Alps.
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Club Activities

T

HE reputation of the Mountaineering Club is not based solely
. upon the numerous noteworthy climbs which members have
accomplished, for its local activities demand and deserve fully
as much attention. Weekend climbs in the fall and spring are perhaps the most important single phase of its existence and the local
hills have been the practice and proving grounds of many of the
more experienced members. vVe are fortunate in being within
range of a large number of suitable cliffs varying from novice
standards to the most difficult. The variety of the Quincy Quarries
has always provided a good test for Sunday afternoons, while the
longer climbs on Joe English Hill, the Pinnacle, and Cannon Mountain have acquired considerable fame and respect.
Although the club has long since relinquished official skiing
affiliations, the two sports run hand in hand, and several members
have distinguished themselves in this other field. Except for the
annual winter climb in Huntington's Ravine, club functions are
necessarily otherwise limited during the winter months.
The club cabin on Boott Spur, Mt. Washington, is now eight·
years old. Its location alone has proved its value and if it is not as
handsome as it once was, it is still a favorite with many of us. Because of its public nature its condition is difficult to control, and
prospective users are requested to be tolerant.
Every fall, winter and spring a dinner is held, bringing old
friends together in a common interest. A consistently high standard
of lectures has preserved in the club a knowledge of mountaineering
which is certainly not local. Expeditions of which the club is proud
have been formed on the climbs and at these dinners. The future is
never assured, but as long as there are mountains there will be men
to climb them-we are not unduly pessimistic.
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JOHN FORSYTH MEIGS, JR. (1917-1938), our esteemed secretary, who died on October 31, 1938, from a fall at Joe English Hill
the day before. John was an excellent and experienced climber, an
honor student in the class of '39, a member of Phillips Brooks
House, and rowed on the crew. The members of the mountaineerinaclub who knew him well will always remember his willingness
b
and patience. We extend our continued sympathy to Lieut. COmmander and Mrs. Meigs and the family.
RICHARD GEORGE WHEELER (1916-1939), active graduate
member, who was struck by an automobile while bicycling near
Southboro, Mass., on Nov. 2, 1939. Dick had spent most of his
summers in Europe and in 1938 without a guide climbed the Jungfrau, the Weissfrau, and the Matterhorn, and made a complete.
traverse of the Dachstein. He was a member of the C. A. F. This
fall Dick was a first year gradaute student in government, and came
on a number of local climbs; he helped us constructively and we
greatly enjoyed his friendliness. To his relatives, we extend our
sincere sympathy.
HARRISON WOOD (1914-1938), active graduate member,
who died after a short illness at Berne, Switzerland on Sept. 1,
1938. He had made the ascent of many of the most difficult peaks
in the Alps and was a member of the 1935 expedition to Mt. Steele
(first ascent). He graduated in 1936 from Harvard and entered
public relations work. He was associated with Hartwell, Jobson,
and Kibbee in New York and belonged to the A. M. C., the A. A. C.
and was a trustee of the Seeing Eye Foundation headed by his
Mother to whom we extend our sincere sympathy.
WILLIAM HUNTER WORKMAN (1847-1937), honorary
member, whose death on Oct. 7, 1937, at his hon:e in Newton, terminated one of the most active careers in mountaineering history.
At the age of fifty-six Dr. Workman made the then world's altitude record of 23,394 feet. Dr. and Mrs. Workman together made
many famous climbs and valuable scientific explorations. Dr.
Workman was an honorary member of the A. M. C. and the
A. A. c., Mrs. Workman died a few years before Dr. Workman.
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Harvard Mountaineering Club
Membership 1939-40
HONORARY MEMBERS
BROWN, Professor T. GRAHAM, Physiological Institute, Cardiff, Wales
CONANT, President JAl>.!ES BRYANT, 10 Quincy Street, Cambridge
FISHER, JOEL, 1020 5th Avenue, New York, New York
HAUSE, VVILLlAM, 9 Capital Street, Concord, New Hampshire
LADD, W. S., 135 East 65th Street, New York, New York
ODELL, NOEL E., % Sedgewick Museum, Cambridge, England
ORCOTT, ROGER, Yale Outing Club, New Haven, Connecticut
PALMER, HOWARD, Box #527, Westerly, Rhode Island
GRADUATE MEMBERS
HARTSHORNE, E. Y., Jr., 3 Phillips Place, Cambridge
MACLAURIN, COLIN, 235 Summer Street, Hingham
NOTMAN, A., % Mrs. M. A. Tremblay, 3474 McTavish St., Montreal, Canada
ROSEN, WALTER, 9 Story Street, Cambridge
ULRICHS, HERMANN, Cornish School, Seattle, Washington
ANGLE, CHARLES E., 43 East Blvd., Rochester, New York; '33
BATES, ROBERT H., 220 St. Mark's Sq., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; '33
BISHOP, R. H., Andover Hall 16; '38
BRADLEE, HENRY G., JR., 47 Hillside Road, Brookline; '26
BRIGHT, ALEXANDER H., 165 Brattle Street; '19
BROOKS, EDWIN D., JR., 1 Hubbard Street, Concord, Massachusetts
BROWN, DONALD W., % Dep't of State, Washington, D.C.; '33
BURR, ALLSTON, 60 State Street, Boston; '89
CABOT, THOMAS D., vVeston; '19
CARTER, ADAMS ,H., 170 Otis Street, Newtonville; '36
CARTER, ROBERT S., 440 Riverside Drive, New York, New York; '37
COBB, SIDNEY, Vanderbilt Hall, 107 Avenue Louis Pasteur Bost011" '38
COLLINS, LESTER A., Lowell House 13-34
"
COMEY, ARTHUR C., R.F.D., Lexington; '07
COOLIDGE, LAWRENCE, 10 Otis Place, Boston; '27
CUMMINGS, WILBUR L., JR., Round Hill, Greenwich, Conn.; '37
DAVIS, PHILIP
DONALDSON, FRANK, 105 Underhill Street, Tuchahoe, New York; '29
DORSEY, H. G., JR., 370R 33rd Place, Washington, D.C.; '34
DUNCAN, DYSON, 175 East 71st Street, New York; '30
DURAND, DANA BENNETT, South Lincoln; '25
DURANT, ALDRICH, JR., 989 Memorial Drive
EDDY, GARRETT, Seattle, Wash.
EMERSON, GEORGE F., 52 Columbia St., S. Weymouth; '33
EMMONS, ARTHUR B., 3110, Knollwoocl, Dover; '33
EMMONS, ORVILLE H., Knollwoocl, Dover; '39
EVERETT, WALTER C., 44 Brantwood Road, Arlington; '33
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FARQUHAR, FRANCIS 1'., 220 Bush Street, San Francisco, California; '09
FIELD, WM. OSGOOD, JR., 40 W. 11th Street, New York, New York; '26
FORBES, ALEXANDER, Harland Street, Milton; '04
FRENCH, CHARLES STACY, 5724 Kenwood Avenue, Chicago, Illinois; '30
GEIST, S., 315 St. Paul Street, Brookline
GIFFORD, W. S., JR., 1 \1 East 61st Street, New York, New York; '39
GILMAN, BRADLEY B., 25 vVestland Street, Worcester; '28
GOLDTHWAIT, RICHARD 1'., 34 Occum Ridge, Hanover, N. H.; (Dart. '33)
GRACE, HENRY
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GOODWIN, JAMES, 140 N. Beacon Street, Hartford, Connecticut
HALL, HENRY S., JR., 154 Coolidge Hill, Cambridge; '19
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HAYWARD, MALCOLM LLOYD
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HENRY, PHINEAS McC., JR., 4609 Grand Avenue, Des Moines, Iowa; '36
HOUSTON, C. S., 50 Haven Avenue, New York, New York· '35
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'
HUNTINGTON, EDWARD V., 48 Highland Street, Cambridge; '95
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HURLEY, EDWARD D., 225 Common Street, vVatertown; '36
JENKS, WM. F., Cerro de Pasco Copper Corp., Cerro de Pasco, Peru; '32
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KENNARD, HARRISON E., 246 Dudley Road, Newton Center; '25
KENNARD, JOHN, 246 Dudley Road, Newton Center
LANGMUIR, ROBERT V., % Athenaeum, 551 S. Hill Ave., Pasadena, Calif.; '35
LAWRENCE, CHARLES H., III, 119 \Villard Road, Brookline; '36
LEDOUX, LoUIS PIERRE, Cornwall-on-Hudson, New York
LOOMIS, WILLIAM F., Dover; '36
MALLINCKRODT, EDWARD, JR., 16 Westmoreland Place, St. Louis,.Missouri
MARTIN, JOHN, Morgan Hall, Soldier's Field, Boston
MATHER, Professor KIRTLEY F., 155 Homer Street, Newton Center
MCCONNELL, GRANT, 63 Oxford Street, Cambridge
MOORE, TERRIS, 86 Buckingham Street, Cambridge
MORSE, DAVID H., Washington Street, Marblehead; '33
M,ORTON, MARCUS, JR., 2_4 Larchwood Drive, Cambridge; '21
o BRIEN, LINCOLN, 101 Chestnut Street, Boston; '29
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